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INTRODUCTION
In

the secondary instruction of Physics the student desires

to receive a physical picture of the atom. Too often high
school texts provide inadequate treatments of atomic principles.

·

Advanced texts on the atom are richer in details than in ideas.
·
The secondary student, wru; ther he enters college or enters a
·trade, needs ideas upon which he can effectively build his future
understandings.

A good skeleton is needed to build a body of

future information.
I therefore have written this paper for two purposes, first
to find as much as possible concerning what the atom might appear
to be if observable, and secondly to collect and condense as
many of the important ideas about the atom as possible.
I hope this paper will serve as a source for helping teach
the secondary student those concept s that are most important to
his understanding of the scientific nature of the atom.
I have always been a firm believer in using physical models
in the teaching of mathematics and science. I believe that there
•
is great need for these in the teaching of atomic principles. I
hope that thi� evidence supporting certain physical pictures of
the nature of the atom can be used as a guide to constructing
such models. My present thinking is that this might be accom
plished by subjecting small metal or plastic spheres to the influence
of certain electric fields or currents of air from especially
designed blowers.

Future developments in this field
knowledge of the atom and
these present theories.

may

will

expand our present

alter, disprove or prove some·of·
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CHAPI'ER I
THE GENERAL PICTURE OF THE ATOM
..

The basic· ato. m consists of a relatively massive, yet tiny
nucleus surrounded by one or more distant orbiting negative
charges, known as electrons. At least 103 different types of
atoms, or elements, are known today. With the exception of
elements #1+3, #61, #85, #87, all others below atomic #92 occur
naturally in nature. Those above #92, from #93 through #103 as
well as the aforename d exceptions are produced synthetically by
subjecting natural or synthetic element.a to the influence of
suitable atomic particles. It seems reasonable to expect that
future·technology will produce other synthetic elements above
#103. 1
The difference in chemical properties between elements
depends upon the number of orbiting electrons, which is numerically equal to the number of protons in the nucleus. The third
component of the atom is the neutron which is also in the nucleus.
Protons and neutrons are collectively known as nucleons. The
atomic weight of an atom is the sum of the weights of the
nucleons, the electron being very small by comparison. See
Table I, page 2 for a comparison of these masses.
1 G. E. Boyd, et al., "Symposium: The New Elements," Journal
of Chemical Education, 36: 3-38, January, 1959·

TABLE I
BASIC PROPERTIES OF ATOMS
MASS
- IN UNITS

*ATOMIC

DIAMETER

ARTICLE

5.64Xl0

Electron

-13
Om

.0005486

-5
"5!b4Xl0 A
-13
(2. 5-3.O) XlO Cm

Proton

MASS�:IN

GRAMS

- 28
9.1083xio Gm

Neutron

-12
Cm

clo -4A
Hydrogen
Atom (1 H1 )
(lP lE)
·

Oxygen
Atom
16
8 0

Uranium

Atom
u 238

92

* l atomic

-8
l.06XlO Cm

l_.008986

l.675Xl0- ��

1839 X MH

9

1. 008145

l.67330Xl0- 2�m

5Xl0 -8Cm

238.125223

unit==.f5

e;S;U;

1836
1837 X MH

·16. 000,900

mass

·

1
- l.6ol9Xl0- 9
COULOMBS
=4. 8o3Xlo- lO

24
l.67239Xl0- Gm

.9QX10- 8Cm
=.90 A

=5A

1 x
i837 Mil

CHARGE

i.007596

.

al. 06 A

RATIO

=L 6o1 9Xlo -20
E;M; U;
-19
- 1.6ol9Xl0
COULOMBS
-10
=4. 8o3Xlo
e.S;U;
_20
=l.6ol9Xl0
E;M;U;

-5
=( 2.5-3.0) XlO A

10

MASS

MH

[\)

mass

-2
396.Xl0 �m

of 0 16 atom = 1.66oxio -24Gm = 931 M; E; v.

2, 3, 4, 5

3
2 Charles Dull, et al., Modern Physics (New York:
and Co., 196o) , pp. i�-138, 141-145.

Henry Holt

3 Robert s . Shankland, Atomic and Nuclear Physics (New York:
The MacMillan Co., 1955) , p. 73.
-

4 Albert Ghiroso and Glen T. Seaborg, "The Newest Synthetic
Elements, " Scientific American, 195: 67-Bo, December, 1956.
5 Henry Semat, Introduction To Atomic and Nuclear Physics
(New York: Rinehart & Company, Inc., 1959) -:P. 70.

4
Although each of the 103 atoms has different chemical
properties due to the difference in numbers of orbiting electrons,
elements of the same atomic number vary in number of neutrons in
the nuclei

and

hence possess different physical properties.

These elements having the same number of electrons but different
number of neutrons are known as isotopes.

Perhaps the most

prominent family of isotopes is #1, the hydrogen family,
consisting of:

hydrogen (symbol,1 Hl) containing one electron

orbiting around one proton in the nucleus; heavy hydrogen or
deuterium (symbol 1 H2 or 1 n2) containing one electron orbiting
around a nucleus containing one proton and one neutron; and
tritium (symbol 1 H 3) having one electron orbiting around a
nucleus contain;i;n S one proton and two neutrons.6 (See Fig. #1
page 5)
Element #2, helium with two planetary electrons, has three
stable isotopes:

�e3, 2He4, 2He6 with 1, 2 and 4 neutrons
.

.

respectively. (See Fig. #2 page 5)

This symbolism for atomic

structure can be stated:
Electons • Protons

a

Subscript; Protons+ Neutrons= Superscript.

All three of these isotopes are chemically inert.
orbit is completely filled with two electrons.

Helium's single

Likewise neon,

argon and krypt on have their outer orbits filled and are chemically
inert.

In

general an orbit is completely filled if the number

6 Nelson F. Beeler and Franklin M. Branley, Experiments in
Atomics (New York: Thomas Y. Crowell Co., 1954) , p. 22.

5
-->'
.,
•

ORS/TING
EL £CTt?otJt-)
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I FENf'.1/:=IO c;M.

·

Fig. #1
-' BASIC PICTURE OF HYDROGEN ATOM

oNTJITIN6E LECIRON

Fig. #2
BASIC PICTURE OF

HELIUM

ATOM

(-)

6
of planetary electrons or valence is,
Z

=

2 n2

where (n) is the orbit or quantum number. (i.e.:

It takes 32

electrons to fill the fourth orbit of an atom. Orbits are sometimes called shells.) For the heaviest elements this rule does

-

not always apply. (i.e.:

-

The six shells of mercury have orbits

.

containing 2, 8, 18, 32, ·18 and 2 electrons respectively.)
Orbits are usually designated by the letters k, 1, m, n, o, p, q
for orbits #1 through #7 as we progress from the orbit nearest
the nucleus to that most remote from the nucleus.7
Bohr a·asert s that electrons can follow only certain fixed
orbits according to these considerations:
1. The centripetal force or
the orbiting electrons must
be equal to the electro- .
static force . of attraction·
between them and the
protons of the nucleus:
M
V2
-r

I!

Centripetal
Force
•••

M y2

Kinetic
Energy
of the
Elec"tron
'

;_ �· -

z

e2
r

)

) -- �M v2
)
)

(I)

rz-

z

=

z

(�7T)

where (h) is Planck's constant,
h 6.625 X lo- 27erg sec
=

e2

Electrostatic
Force
=

2. Only those orbits are possible
for which the angular momentum
is some multiple (n) of

MVr

=

Angular
Moxrentum

(II)

v

e2 (III)

r ..
v
z

2r

=

=
=
=

n h
(1)
21r
Units of Quantized
Angular Momenta
n h
27fMr

(2)

radius
velocity
valence

,7 _Harvey E. White and Eugene F. Peckman, Physics an Exact
Scieric"e"(Princeton, N. J. : D. Van Nostrand Compii.ny, Inc., 1959) ,
p. 517.

7
3. Combining.equations (2) and (III) :
12

M (�) 2
21fMf!

=

n 2 h2
4 fr2Mp

Z

e2

(3)

Z

e2
r

(4)

r

(5)

2r

--

n2 h2
41f'2M ze2

--

Thus the orbit radii given by equation (5) are qhole numbers
varying as the square of the orbit number: 8

Returning to equation (2) with consideration of r in equation
(5) , the velocities of the orbits will be
v1: v2 : v3 -- --v - 1.1.l
- ·2·3

l

ii"

____

{The velocity of orbit #1, the (k) orbit, is
light.)

·'rl7. the .velocity of

In ternis of the frequency of revolution the rates of

.

electron travel are of the order of the frequency of oscillation
of �sible light.9
In

general electron orbits will be ellipses with the nucleus

at one focus. As an electron travels about an orbit its velocity
will change

iii

both magnitude and ··direction increasing as it
.
approaches the nucleus perihelion. According to -,Einstein the mass
.

of the electron increases �th velo� ity according to this relation:
M

=

(6)

8 J. D. Stranatban, Ph.D., The . Particles of Modern Physics
{Philadelphia: The Blakiston Company, 1946), p. 216.
9 White, op. cit., p. 512.

8
where (M) is the mass of the moving electrons, (Mo) is the rest
mass, (v) is the ve locity of the elctron and (c) is the velocity
of light. Because of the increase in mass at perihelion the
elliptical orbits will not quite close so that the orbits rotate
in space about the nucleus, 10 as shown in Fig. #3, page 9 .
Not only do electrons travel in elliptical paths but they
spin about their axes like tops. The angular momentum of this
spin is
s h

27f

(7)

where (h) is Planck's constant and the net value of (s) is some
multiple of t depending upon whether the total number of

electrons surrounding the nucleus is odd or even_�ll By the Pauli
exclusion principle there can only be two electrons per orbit with
spins in opposite directions; · no two particles of spin t unit

can. be in the same quantum state.12

Both the motion due to orbital and that due to spin angular
momentum cause

magn etic

fields to be generated. The two momenta

combine to give a resultant momentum. Dirac's relativistic wave
mechanics asserts that the spin motion is twice as ef.fective as
the· ;orbital motion in producing magnetic effects.13
l.O Ralph E. La.pp and Howard L . Andrews, Nuclear Radiation
Physics (Englewood Cliffs, N. J.: Prentice Hall, Inc., 1 954),
p. 41.
ll David Hall iday, Introductory Nuclear Physics (New York:
John Wiley and. Sons, 1955), pp. 371-372.
1 2 Robert E Marshak, "The Nuclear Force, " Scientific American,
202: 99-ll4, March, 1960.
l3 Halliday, op. cit., p. 16.
•

.
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Fig. #3
VARIATION OF THE ELECTRON ORBIT
ABOUT THE NUCLEUS
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Fig. #4
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19
If.the resultant of all the electron spins is not zero,
there will be a net spin magnetic field. If it is zero, the:.
material is diamagnetic. If an external magnetic field is applied
to the atom, then the el�ctrons will precess like tops.

If a

second magnetic field is added perpendicular to the first and if
this second magnetic field is caused to rotate about the first
by an applied radio frequency of about· lo, ooo megacycles these
electrons will tip o'ver extracting energy from the applied magnetic
field. This . phenomena of magnetic resonance is particularly
valuable to the investigation of unpaired electrons in certain
chemical processes involving free radicals and for such
transitory molecular fragments as found in living cells.

In

most

molecular combiriations the molecules are paired IIUltually canceling
each others magnetic field. Protons also spin but having a larger
mass spin IllllCh more slowly and consequently .gene.rate weaker
magnetic fields than electrons.

The

proton can be ma.de to precess

at a few megacycles. 14 See Fig. #4, page 9
Electron magnetism is no assurance that the material will
be magnetic, as these little magnets will neutralize each other.
For an atom as a whole to be magnetic it is necessary ·for the
atom to have an odd number of electrons, or group of electrons
spinning in the same direction. 15 (Le.:

On the #3 shell of

iron five of the six electrons spin in the same direction.)
14 George E. Pope, "Magnetic Resonance," Scientific American,
199: 58-66, August, 1958.
15 Richard M. Bozarth, "Magnetic Materials, " Scientific
American, 192: 68-73, June, 1955.

11
As more electrons are added to outer orbits , the nucl�r
charge of the proton aggregate simultaneously increases.

The

stronger nuclear attraction causes the inner she l l s to shrink
in size resulting in the heavier elements being not much larger
in size than the lighter elements. Consulting Tab l e I, page 2 ,
it is noted that the diameter of the uranium atom is only about
five times the diameter of the hydrogen atom, yet is nearly 250
times more massive.16
The idea that electrons travel in definite orbits has been
modified by Schrodinger to mean that Bohr orbit only represents
the most probable path the electron takes. According to
Schrodinger the electron is not confined to a definite region
but has a varying probability o f existing over a continuum of
space, being more dense in some portions of space than in others.
He represents this charge distribution by a differential
equation known as a wave function.

Solving this differential

equation yields a set of frequencies that replace the ideas of
the stab le orbits of Bohr.17
de Broglie asserts the quantization o f orbits is obtained
by assuming that each electron orbit corresponds to waves
propogated in a path about the nucleus such that some whole
number of waves wil l fit exactly into the orbit .

This integral

number o f waves fitting continuous l y in the circumference of a

16 Wh1"te '-2£· .£.!..._
"t ., p. 518 .
17 Ira M. Freeman, Modern Introductory Physics
McGraw-Hil l Book Company, Inc., 1957), p. 413.

(New York:

12

circular orbit will be represented by this equation

2 7Tr

The wavelength
velocity

=

( v ) is given by

=

h
mv

(9)

( h ) is Planck's constant . or·,,it can be expressed a s

>.
where

(8)

(A) g:i::ven for a particular mass ( m ) moving with
)..

where

n )..

=

·:

<10)

( p ) is the momentum . This equation indicates that the

faster the electron moves the shorter the wavelength .
Substituting

(A)

of (9) in (8) we have:
2111"

=

n h
m v

or

IDVJ: :

n h

27T

(11)

This equation is identical to Bohr's equation (1) page

6 for

t he quantization of orbit s.
Momentum can be considered the direct cause of these waves
coursing about the nucleus .
This situation is represented by the equation·

�(x)
do

=

__]__

.m

(12) .

The actual region of movement of these wave s can only be represented
statistically , whereas classical mechanics regards novement as
deterministic .
Two different diagr8JIIB.t ic representations of these situations
are given in figures
t oroids of Figure

( 5 ) and (6) for atoms of three orbits . The

{ 6) are assumed to be rather difusely defined

13
with the wa ve functions only reaching a maximum in these regions .
Elliptical orbits are also possible . 18 ' l9, 2o , 21
An

experiment of. Dav isson and

Germer.

has demonstrated that

electrons can be diffr a.C;t ed like light by a grating if a beam of
electrons are directed on to the face of a metal crystal and the
scatter ing observed.
Kno wing the space (a) bet ween the ele ments of the crystal and
the mean scattering a.ngie . ( 0) and using the well known grating
equation

)..

a sin f1. (13)

=

the wavelength o'f the electrons can be computed .

The measure ment

corres ponds with the de Broglie relation

)'

=

_E_
p

(1 0) .

That (h) is a constant indicates that the wavelength of the
electron is in discrete units called quanta . ( 1 )
Thus an electron can be regarded a s possessi z:ig the dual
properties of particle and wa ve .

The probability of finding a

particle in a given position is gi ven by the proportion .
/

�

/2

=

2
/f(x, y, z ) /

( 14) .

·"

1 8 Da vid Bohm, Quantum Theory (Ne w York: Prentice Hall, Inc . ,
1951 ) , pp. 7 0, 75, 1 55 ·
l9 _ George G a.mow, "The Principle of Uncertainty, " Scientific
American, 198: 51 - 57, January, 1958 .
2 0 Henry Sema.t , Introduction to Atomic and Nuclear Physics
(Ne w York: Rinehart and Co . , Inc ., 1959 ), p p.1 69-173 .
·

21 Freeman, op. cit . , p. 413 .

llj!

Fig . #5

WAVE QUANTIZATION OF ORBITS

Fig .

#6

WAVE QUANTIZATION OF ORBITS

15
This wave intensity relation only represents a probability a
particle will be found in a given position represented by some
funct ion of tbe coordinates

x,

y,

z.

The greatest probability

of finding a p:i.rticle will be in the region represented by t he
posit ion of tbe Bohr orbit . Considering the toroidal charge
distribution from a class ical vie w the width of tbe toroid
becomes neglible com :i;a.red to its di ameter . 22
Tbe

toroids also represent t be regions of greatest energy.

This energy i e given . by tbe relation

E =hf

(15 ) ,

where (h) i s Planc k's constant . Thus the energy, like tbe
momentum, is in packets or quanta a nd depends on the frequency
of tbe wave . .Al though these waves contain a range of v alues of
ene.rg y and momentum a given e xperiment will sho w only definite
energy o r definite momentum, but not bot h simultaneously . 23
If a partic le can be considered to be in a well defined
pos ition it will have a highly indefinite momentum or vice versa .
To secure a continuous picture of the motion, the p:i.rticle llllst
l
be blurred or indefinite in position and momentum.

In

actual

measurements tbe wave interacts with t be measuring device .
Measurement then is approachi ng a classical limit of certainty
but for only one :i;a.rticular aspect at a time, while being denied
the s imultaneous observation of its complementary aspect .
22 Bo hm, op. cit . ,
23 Ibid . , p . 93 .

pp.

71- 72 .

16

Therefore this pr inciple is called the principle of
complemen tari ty . 24
·Therefore, a given sys tem may have an infini te n umber of
proper ties , bu t only one can be anal yzed a t a time by a
par ticular measuring device designed to secure observa tion of tha t
par tic ular aspec t.

This sugges ts th at the uni verse is no t

composed of single dis tinc t uni ts bu t is an amalg amation of all
the separa te proper ties tha t we can observe .

Our measuring

devices will o nly reveal the par tic ular classical limi t for which
the ins trumen t is desi gned.

Quan tum proper ties involves the

indivisible -uni ty of the universe . 2 5
·

Posi tion and momen tum are incomple tely defined

po ten tiali ties with each partic ular · aspec t brough t ou t mos t
comple tely-by a given ins trumen t. Any given de terminis tic
ineasureme nt of one aspect will have associa ted wi th i t an
inde ter minis tic measuremen t of the o ther aspec t.

If the
inde terminac y o f. ::.momen tuin (i\-:p ;
) be co mbined wi th the . inde terminacy
of posi tion (4 q) the to tal unkno wn in terac tion (or error of

measuremen t) will be of the order (h) , tha t is
(The symbol ( �) means :

(16).
"of the order o f''.)

If expressed more

precisely in s ta tis tical terms the re lation is
A. P "'i q
>

h
(17)
47i
If quantmes a.re of suffi Cien t
•

where (h) is Planck's cons tan t.
24 Bohm, op c "t
i . , p. 93
•

2 5 Ibid . ,

pp.

162-168.

•

,_,
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magnitude so that (h) is neglible then classical mechanics will
give the correct relationships. There is always a li.Jilit to the
accuracy of experiment set by this uncertainty, principle beyond
which.it is not possible to progress.. This limit is set by
these unknown interactions with the measuring device. This
principle of uncertainty is best known as the Heisenberg
Uncertainty principle.26, 27, 28
·

We cannot consider electrons as having any intrinsic

properties aside from the properties they manifest in interacting with a particular system. As they continuously interact
with many different types of systems their behavior undergoes
continual change·. At the quantum level this continual variation
in behavior bas only a statisical co�respondence with dist:inct
events at the classical level, and certainly not a one to one
correspondence. One concept cannot be deduced from another. It
is only in the limit of large numbers that the two theories agree,
however one is not a li.Jiliting case of the other. This is there
fore known as the correspondence principle.29, 30
26 Bohm, op. cit., pp. 150-16o.
27 William V . Houston, Principles of Quantum Mechanics
(New York: Dover Publications, Inc., 1959) , p. 30.
.
28 Freeman, op. cit., pp. 415-416.
29 Bohm, op. cit.,

pP.

57, 129-138.

30 c. H. Blanchard, et al., Introduction To Modern Physics
(Englewood Cliffs, N. J.:-Prentice Hall, Inc.-:;-1958), pp. 128,
152.

CHAPI'ER II
EVIDENCE FOR

THE

PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF THE ATOM

To study the physical properties of a given atom it is
usually isolated in a suitabl;>' evacuated glass vessel. In metals
the electrons are bound rather loosely to the atoms, and if the
metal is heated electrons will pass readily beyond its surface.
The lower valence·metals are the most copious emitters of
electrons. (i;e.:

Strontium and Barium are typically employed.)

Referring to Fig. 7, page 20, when a potential difference
is applied between the heated cathode (c} and the collecting
plate (p) electrons will be accelerated down the tube from cathode
to plate. That the polarity of the plate p must be ( + ) to secure
conduction of current is evidence for electrons being negatively
charged particles. This phenomena is known as the Edison effect
and these streams of electrons are known as cathode rays, or
sometimes known as canal rays.
Evidence for the linear travel of canal rays is provided
by modifying the tube to that shown in Fig. 8.

(For the present

disregard elements d, e, f, g.) The plate is sealed into the side
of the tube and the extreme end of the tube is coated with a
phosphor that will fluoresce (emit light) from the impact of the
electrons. If the cathode is surrounded by a sleeve having
contained the pair of small openings shown the electrons will
produce a small spot on the screen in line with the two holes,
indicating that cathode rays travel in straight lines.

If a;pa.ir of auxiliary metal plates ( d) and (e) are sealed
into the tube and a potential difference is applied between them,
the electrons will be deflected from their linear pa.th toward
the ( -t) auxiliary plate causing
screen at point

X2

the

electrons to strike the

rather than x1 . Deflection can likewise be

accomplished by magnetic fi elds ( f) and ( g) . However the
deflection due to the magnetic field is perpendicular to the
direction of the field, while that due to the electric field is
parallel to the direction of the field. If the directions of
the two fields are arranged <JJ0 with respect to each other the
two fields will produce deflection along a common axis, whereas
if the two fields are arranged so as to be in the same direction,
the deflection due to one field alone will be on an axis
perpendicular to the axis of deflection due to the other field
.An

•

electric field E will deflect an electron of charge (e)

with a force (E�e).

The magnetic field of strength ( h) will

deflect the· moving stream of electrons of velocity (v) normally
with force

If the two fields are mutually perpendicular so that two
deflections are along the same axis but in opposite directions
then
E1

=

H ev:. Therefore V

Since E and H are both measurable,
out to be about

( v)

=

(18) .

can be computed which turns

-f6- the velocity of light.l

1 Freeman, op. cit., pp. 33 9-342 .
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If only the magnetic-field is applied the constant force
H ey, that is al.ways acting at right angles to the direction of

motion of the electrons, will deflect the electrons in a circle.
Equating the centripetal. force. to the deflecting force will have:
M v2
r

--

or

=

e
m

=

v

rr

( 19)

-As, velocity (v), radius- (r) and field strength (h) are all
measurable the ratio of charge to mass of the electron is found
from this techni-que due to Thompson. 2
The

'

charge on the electron is measured by a method due to

Millikin. See Fig. 9, page 23 . A small droplet of oil is
allowed to acquire a charge and fall freely between two charged
metal plates. According to Stoke's law a sphere falling in a
viscous medium

will

reach a limiting velocity of fall due to

the buoyant-- force of the medium which is
(20) .

"

Where (r) is radius of the sphere, (n) is the viscosity and (V1)
The volume (!s) of a sphere is

its limiting velocity of fall.
�s

4 /3 'TT r3

c

(21).

The mass (m) is the product;: of its density (d) and volume (Vs)
(.Y s)1 or

m

=

d Xs

The force due to gravity is
(23 ) .

=

2 Freeman, op. cit. ,

pp.

339-342.

(22) .
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Co mbini ng (2l), (22) a nd (23 ) we bave :
F f?;

!!-.rrr3 dg,.
3

=

( 24) .

Whe n the force of grav ity i s eq ua l to the b uo ya nt force

we

ca n

f ind the radi us. of the . sphere :
4
?)fr3 dg
a nd

r 2 ..

6 7T

or

r

•

ii VJ.

47r
3

(

=

d .g 1

.J 2 :n vl\ 2
2

(25 )

6 rr nrv i

=

d g, -�

2

h VJ.

2 cr:g(26) .

·If t� force d ue to the e lec tric fie ld i s added to the force
d ue · to gravi ty

we

ob tai n a differe nt limi ting ve loc ity of fa ll

v2, tba t i s:
'!!-.'1)'r3 dg = 6 TTnrv
2
:'
3
S ub stuting from {2 5 ) we bave :
eE

s

eE :=::.6 7T-nrv 1 or

eE

=

6 'T("iirv2- 6 7fnrv1 ..

S ub sti tuti ng ( r ) fro m ( 26)
eE

.

-=-

6 7(ro:v2

9 T/n

we

( 28)
6-1Trir ( v2 - v1 ) ( 29) .

bave :

(:'J2 ( v2 ""1J
1

( 27 ) .

( 3 0)

S toke s origi na l law ( 2 0) wa s f ound to app ly o nly to large
drop s.

For sma ll drop s the eq uatio n m ust be a ltered by a sligh t

correc tio n fac tor (k), which co nsider s the re la tio nship of air
pre ssure to drop rad ius.
Mi lliki n' s fi na l eq ua tio n i s the n:
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(.2IlVJ.)2
l

97T n
(31) . .
(v2 - v1 )
dg
kl?
.
.
(Some authors express this equation differently.) 3, 4, 5
e

a

If an atom acquires more energy than normal it is said to
become excited.

This gain in energy is accomplished by the

collision of another particle with the atom, the collision being
an elastic one.

If the excited electron gains sufficient energy

to leave the atom the atom is said to ·qe ·ionized. The loss of
. .

one or more electrons leaves the a�om positively charged, the major
portion of the atom being called an ion.
Ionizat_ion can be accomplished by the absorption o:r the
radiant energy of heat, light, X-rays, gamma rays or cosmic rays.
It can also be accomplished by the collision of electrons or
such nuclear products as alpha rays.
ionized by applying a certain

minimum

Gases may be easily
voltage, between the

electrodes fitted to the gas container (See Fig. 10 , page 23) .
The

minimum

type of gas.

voltage to secure ionization is dependent on the
That voltage required to remove the first electron;.

from the gas atom is called the first ionization potential. A
still higher potential, the second ionization potential, is
required to remove the second electron, etc.
If a hot cathode tube such as that of Fig. 7, page 20
contains gas the heated electrons will produce ions by collision
3 F. K. Richtmyer, E . H. Kennard and T. Lauritsen, (New York:
McGraw Hill Book Company, Inc. , 1955) , pp. 86-88.
4 Sema.t, op. cit. , pp.. 35-41.
5 Stranatban, op. cit. , pp. 46-64.
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with the gas atoms . Ionization by co llision can a lso occur in
the co ld cathode tube, b u,t ·higher potentia ls are needed to
acce lerate the e lec trons from cathode to p late .6, 7 See Fig . 10,
page 23.
The re lative masses of the isotopes of atoms was first
measured by Thompson . The l:)ole in the cat hode of the tube of
Fig . ll, page 26 a llows the (+) charged gas atoms that have lost
e lectrons from co llisions, or (+) ions, to proceed thro ugh to

the f lourescent screen, which is oppos ite to the origina l
direction of the e lectrons . The (-t) ions that are thus separated

from the bombardin g e lectrons are ca lled (+) rays . (The other ions

recombine with free e lectrons . )
These (+) rays may be def lected, as e lec trons were, by using
e lectric or magnetic fie lds .

In the situation il lustrated here

the e lectric and magnetic fie lds are arranged in the same
direction so that the respective def lections of each fie ld wi ll
be perpendicu lar . The e lectric fie ld wi ll be in the p lane of
the page, whereas the magnetic fie ld wi ll be perpendicu lar to the
page .8, 9

( In contrast it is to be reca lled that in the e /m

apparatus the fie lds were app lied to sec i.ire def lection a long the
same line .)
6 Herbert J. Reich, Theory of E lectron Tubes (New York:
McGraw Hi ll Book Company, . Inc ., 1941), pp . 3-21.
and

7 L . T . Aager, Princip les of E lectronics ( London:
Co . , Ltd ., 1955), pp . 4=30.8 Stranst ban, op. cit ., pp . 148-154
.

9 Freeman, op . cit ., p. 358 .
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The def lection (Y) due to the e lectric fie ld wi ll be :
EE

a

M v 2 or Ee

(�

�

"

1

(�)

"

y

( 32)

where R is the radius of def lection of the pa rtic le .
The def lection (X) d ue to the

magnetic

fie ld is :
=

x

( 33 )

Rearr anging and co mbining equations

x2

and

and we have : ·

y

=

=

H2 f2 ,

·�

x2

=

y

:ewc2 , or

H2e

H2 �
M2

E�

. (My

=(!_)!'.!) x2
H2 e

( 34)

This equation is a parabo la, which is the s hape of the trace
made by the positive ions bombarding .the f luorescent screen .
Since ·the def lection is direct ly proportiona l to the mass of the
ions of the given gas, a separate parabo la . wi ll be produced for
each isotope . ( The tota l mass of the atom wi ll be the mass of
the ion p lus t hat of t;he e lectron .)

Comparing the intensities

of the various traces on the screen, one has a c lue to the
re lative abundance of the separate isotopes of the gas .lo , ll
It was previous ly mentioned t hat the e xtent of e lectron
remova l from an atom, or ionization, was dependent upon the
1 0 Str anathan, op . cit ., pp 148-154.
ll Free man, op . cit ., p. 358.
•

.
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absorption of radiant energy, or depends on the ·energy of the
atomic particle colliding with the atom. If radiant energy
impinges on the atom it will be absorbed according to Einstein's
relation:
hf " Ei-Ef
where (h} is Planck's constant

(35)

(f} the frequency, (Ei) the

initial energy of the atom and (Er) the final energy of the atom.
Thus energy is absorbed in definite quanta, which we would expect
from our previous considerations of quantum conditions.12
If a given quantity of.light energy (hf }, a photon, is
allowed to strike a metal, the loosely bound electrons will
escape from the metal according to the relation
E

a

hf-W

(36)

where (W} is. defilled as the work function of the metal and varies
from metal to metal. Metals of unit valence, such as cesium and
potassium are particulaly good emitters of electrons. This
phenqmena is known as the photoelectric effect.13

If an anode is added to a vacuum tube containing a cathode
coated with a desirable photosensitive metal, a flow of current
will be produced by the electrons emitted as a result of the
absorption of quanta. The anode is usually a single wire. See
Fig. #12, page 26. These photocells have a considerable number
of practical applications.13
12 Sbankland, op. cit., p. 89.
.
13 Blanchard,
op. cit., pp. ll9-123.
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X-rays, are also absorbed like light, according to the.
photoelectric equation
E

a

hf-Eb

(37) ,

where (Eb) is the binding energy of the electron to the atom.
However the electrons that are ejected are of such high velocities.
that the velocities of ejection llD.lSt be expressed in terms of
Einstein's special theory of relativity.14
When an electron that is in a higher energy state returns
to a lower energy state, the electron jumps from an outer orbit
to an inner orbit, radiating energy according to the photo
electric relationship
(38) ,
which is similar to (36) given previously for the absorption of
radiant energy.

This energy will appear as light provided

{Ef-Ei) is sufficiently small.
·While a gas is being ionized there is also recombination
of electrons with the ions. The energy radiated by this
recombining is observed as visible light of frequency (color)
characteristic of the gas being ionized.

If this light be

directed through a slit and thence through a prism, one or more
lines will be observed according to the particular orbits the
electrons are returning to.
Considering the potential energy of the electron in the
nuclear field we have:
14Sbankland, op. cit.,

pp.

199-200 .
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P•E•

=

�e

r

(-e)

=

-"Zflf.

(39) ,

r

-

where (f) is the valence, (e) the charge of the proton (-e) the
.
charge on the electron and. (r) the distance between the charges.
Its kinetic energy is:
K.E.

:

?lef
2r

(II)

(See page 6 for this derivation.)
The total energy of the electron

will

be the sum of its

kinetic.and potential energies, 15 or
(4-0)
Substituting the value of the permitted radaii given by
equation (5) page 7 into (39)

we have:

·

- -?7T��4 �
( )
n2
h2
.

(41)

:

Substituting this total energy into the photoelectric
equation
hf
we

c

Ef-Ei

(38)

get:
f

where (ni)

=

:

272Mfe4

::.1 - l
(
@
nf2 ni2)

(42),

the initial orbit and (nf) the final orbit.

Although the nuclaarof an atom is considered stationary as
the electron rotates, the electron and nucleus of the atom rotate
15 Stranathan, op. cit., p. 216.

3 1.
about a conn:non center of mass. This requires the addition of a
correction factor of
1

for the above equation,

(m

=

mass of the el.ectron

and

n

mass

=

of nucl.eus)
The corrected equation is:
- R( 1 - l. )
nf2 ni2

f -

(43)

(R) is cal.l.ed the Rydberg constant and bee.a.Ilse of this correction
factor, (R) varies sl.ightl.y for different atoms.

(i.e.:

It is

i.09, 677.58 for i.H1; 109, 707-';42 for 1H2 and l.09, 722.27 for �-e 4.)
The above equation ( 43) appl.ies to the l.ine spectra of
hydrogen; for other atoms the situation is much more compl.icated.l.6, l7, l.8
(See Fig. l.4, page 3 3)
If (nf) is taken to be 1

and

the (ni)

=

2, 3 , 4

---

_;t he

equation

gives us frequencies . of the series of observed lines cal.l.ed the
Lyman series, which lie in the ultraviol.et region of the spectrum.

The compl.ete l.ist of series for hydrogen is:
l.6 Stranathan, op. cit., p. 21.6.
l.7 Richtmyer, op. cit., p. 139·
l.8 Rogers D. Rusk, Introduction To Atomic and Nucl.ear Physics
(New York: Appl.eton-Century-Cro�s, Inc., 1958�pp. l.61.-l.69.
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TABLE II
HYDROGEN SPECTRA
nf

•

1

ni

=

2 , 3 , 4- --..:Lyman

(Ultra Violet)

=

3, 4, 5----Balmer

(Visable)

nf

=

2

ni

nf

=

3

ni

nf

=

4

ni

c

5, 6, 7- ---Brackett (Far Infrared)

nf

=

5

. l

n·

•

6 , 7 , 8----Pfund

·-

4, 5, 6----Paschan (Infrared)

(Far Infrared)

Heating of solids does not produce line spectra since free
electrons can exist with all possible energies of thermal
agitation; hence the spectral distribution wil l be contin�ous.
The line spectra of elements above hydrogen cannot be
accounted for by the above simp' le Bohr theory.

For a general

treatJnent of the visible spectra of all the atoms most success
i s had using a wave equation of Schrodinger.

This differential

equation is especially complex for atoms o f the heavier metals.
It should be remarked that visible spectra wil l only occur when
electrons of the outer orbits of atoms are raised to higher·
energy leve l s. 19
Since the highest frequency spectral lines o f hydrogen are
those that return to orbit # 1 , one might expect that i f electrons
are removed from the inner orbits of the elements of higher

19

Rusk,

.2E·

cit., pp. 194- 19 7 , 220-225.
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atomic weight s then still higher frequency spectral line s will
result .

See Tabl:e II, page

33.

In order to remove an ele.ctron from the inner orbit o f an
atom a much higher potential difference must be applied between
cathode and plate of the tubes discussed.

When high energy

electrons strike the ,plate of the tube , electrons are removed
This emission is termed secondary emission and its

from it .

nature will depend. on the velocity of the bombarding electrons
as well as the plate material .
Following the emission of an electron from an inner orbit ,
the (K) orbit, an electron from the (1) orbit will jump into the

(K) vacancy; the (1) vacancy will be filled by an electron from
the

( m ) orbit and so on . Though this is the most likely

situation, the (K) orbit may be refilled from other than the
adjacent (1) orbit .

This refilling of orbits result s in the

( See Fig . 15, page

production of characteristic X-ray s .

33.)

Either a cold or hot cathode tube may be used t o produce
X-rays.

The cold cathode tube is a gas filled t ube whereas the

hot cathode tube is a vacuum tube .

In

order t o direct the

X-rays out of the tube for practical utilization the plate or
anode is inclined at an angle to the cathode .

( See Fig . 13 ,

page 26. )
The frequency of the emitted X-rays is determined by the
particular transition of electrons that occurs between orbit s .
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This can be expressed in terms of Einstein's photoelectric
equation. For example those X-rays produced by an electron
returning from an (m) orbit to a (K) orbit will be of higher
frequency than those returning from the adjacent (1) orbit.
Since

The frequency of the X-rays can be determined by directing
a beam of X-rays ·on to the surface of a crystal. The ma ximum
intensity of the X,-rays will be found when the X-rays strike the
crystal at a certain critical grazing angle. The reflected
ma ximum will be in a position for which the angle of incidence

equals the angle of reflection. That is

i::i)..

=

2d

sin

Q

(44)'

where (d) is the spacing of the atoms of the crystal and {n) the
order of the spectrum. {See Fig. 13, page 26. )
The wavelength of X-rays spectra is given by a relation
similar to that for Bohr hydrogen spectra. For the {Kd<) line it
is
fK4( ::.. R {f -a) 2 { 1 - 1 )
12
22

(45) .

(R) is the Rydberg constant, (a) is the screening constant,
which is nearly the same value of 1 for all elements.

{Screening

is due to the inner electrons screening the outer electrons from
the constant attraction of the ( +) nucleus. )

If the {K) series

�6
are excited all other series are excited. Tba-l.series can be
excited without exciting the (K) series, however all other series
will be excited.20

(See Fig. 15, page 33.)

The electron transitions between orbits previously considered
have implied that the situation was classical and involved
material particles and that the transitions were made in sudden
jumps. On the quantum leve l the radius of the atom is spoken of
as having a mean radius determined by its energy level.· If the
electron gains energy from some other system, such as from light
photons, it flows gradually from its original toroid to the
toroid representing the next higher energy level. To achieve
this continuous flow there must be an overlapping of the
toroids. During this flow there is a given probability of the
electron smear being in either toroid.21 This gradual wave
flow seems to contradict experin)ents which have shown that atoms
either absorb or emit full qUf!,Ilta of energy or none. It. seems
then that if this quantum concept be correct it can only be
reasoned that

we

are dealing with the classical limit of the

situation in our experiments, the interaction of our apparatus
obscuring the true quantum spectral properties.
20 Max Born, Atomic Physics (New York:
Company, i949) , pp. 123-125.
21 Bohm, op. cit., p. 77 .
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C HAPrER III
THE

PIC TURE OF THE NUC LEUS

As stated earlier there are only two components comprising
the nucleus, protons and neutrons. The whole represents a
concentrated aggregrate whose exact constitution is at present
of considerable speculation. There may be as many fl:S three
different kinds of nuclear forces:

proton-proton, neutron-neutron

and neutron proto�. These nuclear forces are studied by
accelerating at.omic particles of various energies toward the
nucleus. If the.nuclear forces are attractive the particle:
will curve near the nucleus, if repulsive it will curve away
from the nucleus.

In

.�ome cases the particle will collide with

the nucleus and rebound elastically and in some cases be captured
by the nucleus. Which situation occurs depends on the type of
particle, its velocity of travel, its direction of travel and
its charge. (See Fig. 16, page 38.)
There seems to be a mysterious binding force between
neutron and proton unlike any presently known electrical or
gravitational forces. One author states that this force is 10 2
times the electrostatic force of proton for electron and much
more than lol4 times the force of gravity. 1 Another author states
that at 1 Fermi distance from the nucleus, (10 -13cm) , the force
is 10 38 times that of gravity.2 The nucleus is only a few Fermis
1 Freeman J. Dyson, "Innovations
American, 199: 74-82, S�ptember, 1958.
2 Marshak, op. cit. , pp. 99-ll4.
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in diameter .

The approximate radius of the nucleus is

meters, where (A ) is the number of nucleons .

Thi.s represent s

the radius at which the incoming particle experiences nuclear
attraetion. 3 At distances shorter than 1 fermi these force s are
somewhat stronger .

And at still shorter distances drop to zero .

Thus out side the nucleus only electrical forces exist .

The

actual forces between protons, between neutrons and between
protons and neutrons is complicated by the spin relationships of
these particles . 4 ,

5

To study the conlomb forces provided by t� protons of the
nucleus toward ·an incoming positively charged particle the crater
model is frequently used .

(See Fig . 17a, b, page 38. )

The total

conlomb forces of the protons in the nucleus toward the incoming
charged particle is compared to the problem of rolling a marble
up the side of and into the mouth of a crater .

As the marble

continues to roll up the slope the steeper the ascent becomes
the more and more formidable the barrier becomes to getting the
marble into the crater .
B than the path A .
of · scattering .

It is much more likely to take the path

Pa.th B represent s the more prevelant situation

However if the marble successfully scales the

barrier it readily drops into the crater .
3 Blanchard, op . cit . , pp . 276-279.
4 . Ibid . , pp. 276- 27 9.

5 Marshak, op. cit . , pp . 99-ll4 .

4o
Once in the nucleus 'these conlomb forces become less
repelling the nearer the particle approaches the center of the
nuclue s .

At a certain critical point the coulomb retarding

force suddenly very sharply decreas

eo/and a merger of some

unknown

nuclear attract ing force very strongly attracts it to the center
of the nucleus . 6, _ 7
·

(See Fig . 18, pi.ge 38. )

If a neutron, which :Qa.s no charge , is accelerated toward a

nucleus the posit ive coulomb forces offer no opposition .

This

situation can be .likened to the somewhat more trivial problem of
,/

rolling a .marble into a P.ole .

The non-coulomb nuclear forces of

attraction take over quite suddenly and strongly once the neutron
reaches the nucleus , which corresponds to the marble dropping .
into the hole .

(See Fig . 17c, page 38 . )

However .these pictures are not adaquate .

Some charged

particles of energies far less than that corresponding to the
height of the potential barrier enter the nucleus with a certain
probability_ of being captured .

Certain nuclei will easily

absorb slow neutrons, which boosts the nucleus to a higher energy
level causing it to emit a gamma ray .

That the nucleus favors

capture of certain energy part icles sugge sts that the nucleons
are arranged in energy levels as electrons are . 8, 9

6 Freeman, op. cit . , pp . 451-452 .
7 White, op . cit . , pp. 558- 56o.
8

F.reeillljlll , _ op .

cit . ,

9 White , op . cit . ,

pp.

pp.

451- 452 .

558-56o.
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This suggests that the nucleus can be explained by means . of
a shell model with the orbit s of the nucleons only slightly
interacting between orbits . With each orbit being at a different
energy level passage between levels will only occur by abrupt
quantum jumps .

The Pauli exclusion principle allows only two

particles of opposite spin per orbit and at most allows only two
neutrons and two protons in the same orbit .

Some believe that

these shell configurations periodically oscillate in shape .
These oscillat1ons · do not take place between electron orbits
because of the large attractive force of the heavy central
nucleus �

Like electrons there are certain magic numbers for

which the nuclei are most stable,

name

ly 2 , 8, 20, 50, 82 and

126 nucleons of the same kind. lo, ll, 12

(For comparison to

electrons see page 4. )
If nuclei have closed shells the collective particle motion
should be small •

However, for those nuclei that do not have the

magic number of nucleons the motions will be rather large .

The

entire;'Bg�egate of nucleons will exert a group force on each
ind:ividual niember as well as upon any particle that enters the
· nucleus from outside of it . 13 , 14
10 Halliday, op. cit . ,

pp .

?70-28o .

ll Victor F . Weiskoff and E. P . Rosenbaum, " A Model Of The
N:ucleus, " Scientific American, 143 : 85-91, December, 195 5 ·
12 R . E. Pierls, "The Atomic Nucleus," Scientific American , "
200: 75-82, January, 1959.
13 Halliday, op. cit . , pp. 270-28o.
14

Weiskoff, op. cit . , pp. 85-91 .
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Heisenberg believes that a large part of the nuclear forces
are exchange forces between proton and neutron .

The two

particles exchange forces only when moving in similar orbits .
Confirmation is secured by bombarding protons with fast
neutrons ; either

a

proton or neutron proceeds forward with the

same speed as the bombard;i.ng neutron . Fast particles are not
usually deflected from linear paths .

In about one half the

collisions the neutrons change to protons before continuing on .
Experiment s indicate that about half the force goes into the
exchange and the ,other half is utilized in carrying the
particle forward . The force of repulsion toward the approaching
particle and spin orbit forces are also involved in some unknown
manner . 1 5

( See Figs . 1 56 , 1 9b , page 43 . )

The potential well model, which is an extension of the
shell model, is useful. in considering the ener�y 'state of the
nucleus .

( See Fig . 20, page 44 . ) The nucleons are analogous to

water in a well which bas negat.ive potential energy with respect
to the earth' s surface, as it is necessary to do work on the
water to bring it up to the surface .

The various negative

potential energy levels in the well are liked to nuclear orbit s .
The sides of tbe well are considered straight since particles
outside the well are not affected by nuclear forces, whereas
those inside are totally affected .
15 Peirls, op. cit . ,

pp.

75- 82.

Since it reqUires about
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Fig . l�
THE

PROTON IS STRUCK BY THE NEUTRON AND
NEUTRON CONTINUES ON (ONE HALF OFCAsES)

®
Fig . 1 9b

�

PROTON IS STRUCK BY A NEUTRON WHICH ACQUIRES
THE PRO
TONS CHARGE AND THE s'I'lITPPED PROTON
CONTINUES ON AS A NEUTRON

Fig . #19
THE

PROTON COLLIDES

WITH THE

NEUTRON
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Fig . #20

POTENTIAL WELL MODEL OF THE NUCLEUS
THE SHADED AREAS ARE THE R>SSIBLE
ORBITS OF THE PARTICLE, WITH THE
DARKER LINES INDICATING THE. LOWEST
ENERGY LEVELS .

Fig .

•

#2J_

LIQUID DROP MODEL
OF THE NUCLEUS

'

>

Fig . #22

MODIFIED LIQUID DROP
MODEL OF THE NUCLEUS
.1J /S Tl- JI!: E
FRfJ/11

C ctl'TE:P.

THE DENSE PART VARIES WITH THE ELEMENT

BUT SKIN DISTANCE IS REIATIVELY CONSTANT.

THE DENSITY OF THE . CORE PRACTICALLY
DISAPPEARS FOR LIGHT NUCLEI. .

4o M . E ; V; to remove

an

electron from its lowest energy level, we

can figuratively speak of the well as having a depth of
4o M; E; V;
Perhaps the oldest nuclear model is the spherical drop model
It seems to be most applicable to invading particle s

of Bohr .

o f energies below 30 M; E; V;

The nucleons are assumed to be

packed together like molecules in a drop of water . All nucleons
have the same density. making the whole of uniform density and
of sharploc defined surface .
.

I

( See Fig . 21 , page 44 . )

Ejection of a· particle from the nucleus is comparable to the
evaporation of molecules from a drop of water .

If a particle

enters the nucleus, it quickly distributes itself among the
member nucleons and remains there for some length of time because
of its . energy-distribution . The additional energy acquired is
considered to be a pseudo-temperature rise and if it is great
enough the · nucleus will disintegrate ;

Nuclear fission is much

like these free vibrations of the liquid drop.

This picture is

also supported by quadrupole moment phenomena (electrical
moments of 'inertia ) .

It is a collection of nuclear oscillations

that contributes to the cohesive forces of the atom and is
e specially applicable to molecules, which act electrically like
dipoles . The charge distribution in a deuteron is cigar shaped
along the spin axis, or has a (+) moment .

A door knob shaped

charge distribution has a (- ) moment , while a spherical charge
distribution represents a {o ) moment .

The charge distribution
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is due to coulomb forces and is considered to be analogous to a
tidal wave of charge sweeping over the nucleus . 16, 17 , 18, 1 9
If a spherical drop model is assumed, it bas been found
experimentally that its radius wiJ.3:- be given to be
( 1 . 45 fermis )

<1 nUlliQer of nucleons,

(where 1 fermi

=

lo - 13 cm) .

The charge density of the nucleus varies with different nuclei',
being greatest for hydrogen (which bas no neutron) and is least
for the heavier elements, the heavier elements having a much
smaller ratio of proton to neutrons than lighter element s .
According t o quantum theory the density o f the nucleus falls
off smoothly from large interior values to a zero value at the
skin, in contrast to the uniform density picture given by the
liquid ,drop model.. This bas been confirmed using very high
energy accelerators to shoot beams of high energy electrons at
the nuclei .
by the

Electrons are used because they are not affected

unknown

nuclear force that affect s protons or neutrons .

If the nucleus is diffuse it will produce very little scattering,
but if dense scattering will occur at large angles .

Experiment s

show in some cases that the electron literally bounces off the
nucleus, " like a ping pong ball off a cannon ball" .

In

other

cases the electron inelastically sets the nucleus into more
energetic motion . As a result of these experiments, this author
gives the nucleus the rather inconclusive picture represented
16 Robert H� fstadster, " The Atomic Nucleus, " Scie�tific
American, 1 95 : 55-68, July, 1 956 .
17 Freeman/ op. cit . , pp. 449-450
18 Halliday, op. cit . , pp. 276-28o .
19Blancbard. OP . cit
pp . 284-285 .
•

•
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by Fig . 22, page 44.

If a root mean square charge density is

considered to represent this situation then the radius of the
nucle�s is given to be :
r

=

(1 .8 ferinis )

t mass

number

for elements #40 through #2.38. For elements below #4o the
relationship is :
r

=

(1. 35 ferini s )

� mass

numbe r .

Other experiments using neutrons as well as electrons as probes
give slightly different

fornn11ae,,

The radius of the nuclei seems

to be within the range of 1. 4 to 9 Ferini s . 20
In the crystal ball or optical model the nucleus is likened
to a crY5tal ball while neutrons shot into it ·are likened to
light wave s .

The crystal ball appears cloudy to high energy

neutrons and transparent to those of lower energies .

The

neutron bullets are considered to be a wave with the probability
of it being in a given position a function of its amplitude and
velocity.

( Velocity is here comparable to wavelength . ) Exact

results are dependent on the ratio of wavelength of the neutron
bullets to the cross section of the nucleus .
Using an optical analogy the nuclear matter is opaque to
short wave neutrons and becomes more transparent with increase
in

wavelength .

To slow neutrons the nucleus looks like a cloudy

crystal ball with the cloudiness represented by the bombarding
particle being absorbed by the nucleus .
20 Hofstadster, op. cit . , pp. 55- 68 .

Certain size nuclei can
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be said to exhibit resonance to incoming neutrons of a given
energy, being opaque to neutrons outside this energy range .
Sunlight reflecting from a water droplet is likeried to standing
waves being set up in the nucleus, the standing waves representing
absorption of certain low energy neutrons .

Sunlight passing

through a water droplet is comparable to· the transparency o f the
nucleus for neutron "waves" of other energies .
These standing waves

will

occur when the radius of the

nucleus is an odd nniltiple of (t) the wavelength of the entering
neutron ( i .e . :

A 4 . 4 Fermi neutron would be absorbed by 3 . 3,

5 . 5, 7. 7----Lln Fermi nucle i . This corresponds to atomic weights
11 , 55 and 155) . 21 .
21 Weiskoff, op. cit . , pp. 85- 91 .

CHAPrER IV
THE PRODUCTS OF NUCLEAR DISINTEGRATION
A;

METHODS OF DETECTING NUCLEAR PRODUCTS

There are certain general methods of detecting �ucleus
products, namely:
l.

Electroscope .

The electroscope measures electric charge

by measuring the mutual repulsion of a pair of light flexible
foils .

If the gas surrounding the electroscope contains ions,

the deflected foils will change their deflection according to
the charge and quantity of ions present . This will in turn be
dependent upon the strength of the ion source, which rray be
from a nearby radioactive sample .

It is not sensitive enough

to detect single particles . 1 ' 2 (See Fig . 23 , page 50 . )
2.

Ionization Charmbers .

If two conductors are separated

from each other and the space between them filled with a gas,
the gas will become ionized if X-rays or charged particles pass
through the gas . The current that flows between electrodes will
be a measure of the strength of ionization .
50 . )

(See Fig . 24, page

If one electrode is a metal cylinder and the other an

axial wire an initial ionization will :produce additional collisions
and eventually an avalanche of ions will be produced, with the
resulting current measuring the number and energies of the
ionizing particles . l, 2
l Halliday, op. cit . , pp . 179-203 .
2 IJ.oyd William Taylor, Physics The Pioneer Science (Boston :
Houghton Mifflin Co . , 1941) , p . '(96. -
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3.

Scintillation, Counter . Charged particles will produce

light photons when they strike a screen covered with a suitable
phosphor, such as zinc sulphide .
.4.

Photographic Emulsd:on .

If a particle or photon o f

energy passes through an emulsion .of silver bromide grains the
chemical changes that are produced allow development as in
standard visible light photography. A photographic emulsion
provided the key to the original discovery of radioactivity. 3
If ions dri� in an electric field, ,

5. Electric Fields .

potential differences will be set up in nearly electrodes , or
electric current can be generated in adjacent coils .
6.

Cloud Chambers .

If a vapor ot water or some other

desirable volatile liquid is supersaturated, an ion or particle
passing through the vapor · will serve as a condensation nucleus
for the vapor.

The condensed liquid renders charged particles

visible .
7.

Cerenkov Detector .

If a particle happens to move with

a velocity greater than light moves through certain plastics , a
special type of yisible energy loss occurs, analogous to the
shock waves set up in liquids at speeds greater than sound . 3
B.

SR)NTANEOUS NUCLEAR DISINTEGRATION PRODUCTS
THE ALPHA, BETA AND GAMMA . RADIATIONS

Serious stµdy of the Physics of the atoms began with the
historical discovery of Alpha ( o< ) , Beta (p) and
3 Halliday, op. cit . ,

pp .

17 9-203 .

Gamma

(

¥' )
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radiations spontaneously emitted by certain unstable, or radio
active element s . Table III, page 53 compares their characteristics .
1.

The Alpha 'Particle . Alpba. particles are presumed to be

formed in the nuclei of radioactive atoms .

They are identical to

helium atoms that have lost two electrons, or they are sometimes
known as helium nuclei since the helium atom contains only two
electrons .

Be ing charged particles they can be deflected by

magnetic fields, however nn.tch stronger magnetic fields are needed
to deflect them than to deflect the nn.tch less massive electron .
Due to their 1.a.i-ge mass they travel in straight lines leaving
dense t racks in a cloud chamber .

( i .e . : Alpba.s emitted by

P0 210 have an initial energy of 5 . 3 M• E. V. and produce about
150, 000 pair of ions per track . ) 9
Alpha emission occurs predominantly from atoms of atomic
number greater than 82 . As atomic weight increases the electro
static repulsion of the protons approaches the cohesive nuclear
forces and Al.pba. instability is acquired .
occupy several energy states .

An

Alpha particle can

If it is in a higher energy state,

it bas a finite probability of penetrat ing the potential barrier
Referring back to our potential well diagram (Fig . 20, page 44) ,
we can consider it must be in the upper energy levels for escape .
If the Alpha particles are considered to be carried along by a
de Broglie type wave similar to that illustrated in Figs . 5 and
6, page 14, which wave being not wholly contained in the
9 Halliday, op. cit . , pp. 147- 1 48 .
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TABLE III
PROPERTIES OF

sroNTANEOUS

0

PARTICLE

Relative
Mass
Relative
Velocity
E /M

, o

p
.

Relative Ionizing 10, 000
Power
Relative
Penetrating
Power

NUCLEAR EMISSIONS

1

100

1

100

10, 000

1

0

-..

7296
.,184oXPROTON

1 . 6-L8Xlo9cm
sec UP TO b
100
tll�C..qi�C
10 20
EMU
4820 gm

107

EMU
gm

0

M

6 . 62xio- 24gm::9Xl0-28gm
'91H\i/ l:.

Energy

5 .'6-6. 2
M; E. V.

Cloud
Chamber
Trail
(Appearance )

Character
of Vapor
Trails

0

lolO M. E. V.
(LEAVING NUCLEUS )

~

'J'HICK TRACKS
DUE TO MANY
IONS
AS THEY
APPROACH NUCLEI
THEY I.OSE FORWARD SPEED AND
BEND.
A FORKED
TRACK INDICATES
A NUCLEUS HAS
BEEN STRUCK
.

*

c

"'

.. .
..
•. .
"

.

.

,

.

'

TRACKS RESEMBLE
STRINGS OF
B)!:ADS DUE . TO
FEW IONS
·. .
THE PARTICLES
REPEL '1'$ ··
ELECTR9NS FROM
THE OUTER SHELLS
OF AIR:· ATOMS
CHANGING. THEIR
DIRECTIONS

See the following page for footnotes .
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· 4 Blanchard, op. cit . , p. 134 .
5 Richtmyer, op. cit . , p . 434.
6 Shankland, op. cit . , pp. 336- 342 .
7 White, op, cit . , pp . 469-470 .
8 Beeler, op . cit . , p . 48 .
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nucleus, we can better appreciate its probability o f e.Bcape . 10, 11
. Atoms having even numbers of protons and even numbers of
neutrons are more atable than ones having even-odd, odd-even or
odd-odd proton neutron combinations .

An

atom that loses an alpha

particle becomes an atom two places to the left in the periodic
table . All alphas from a given isotope have nearly the same
energy but there are considerable. variations in energy among the
different radioactive elements . 12' l3
Us:lng alpha particles Rutherford first deduced that the
atom contains .a massive tiny . nucleus surrounded by distant
orbiting e;i.ectrons . Directing beams of alpha particles at a
thin gold 1'oil about .0004 inches thick, he found that most of
the particles proceeded through the. foil with but slight deflection .
However about 1 particle in 20, 000 was deflected through an angle
of the order of 900, indicating that a few were hitting the
relatively massive positively charged nucl!eus . 14

(Refer again

to Fig . 16, page 38 . )
2 . · The Beta Particle and the Neutrino . The beta particle
and its accompanying neutrino are presumed to originate in the
nuclei of radioactive atoms .

An

atom that loses a beta particle

loses the equivalent of an electron, with the new atom becoming
an atom one place to the right in the atomic table .
10 Shankland, op. cit . , pp. 336-341.
11 La.pp, op. cit . , p. 1 56.

12 Shankland, op. cit . , pp . 336-341 .
13 La.pp, op. cit . , p. 5 6 .
14 Stranatban, op. cit . ,

pp .

4o3-4o8 .

One theory

says that the neutron is a composite particle consisting of one
proton and one electron . As a result of the neutron splitting
apart , the beta electron is violently ejected leaving a proton
behind which increases the nuclear charge by one unit . 15
Since the beta particle can carry away only a small part
of the maximum energy available as the neutron disintegrates the
excess must be carried off by a new particle called a neutrino
which bas no charge, a neglible mass of ( 0 ) or possible . 0 5'f,
of that of an electron, and bas a spin of �unit .

It thus

carries away the Beta decay energy as well as conserving linear
and angular momentum.
reacting with it .

It will penetrate all matter without

This decay equation is given as :

where (V) is the neutrino and (E) is energy . 16
Nuclei that have less tban a normal ratio of neutrons to
protons (produced

u/

"

artificially by particle accelerators ) are

usually radioactive and decay similarly except that a positx.on
i.s emitted (a particle of mass equal to an electron but bas a
( + ) charge )

•

This decay equation is given as : l7
( 47 )
15 White, op. cit . , pp. 56o- 561 .
.
16 Lapp, op. cit . , p . 18o.
17 Shankland, op. cit . , pp . 343 - 345 .
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Beta decay cannot occur when, the mass of the nucleus �s
s.maller than the mass of the b>eta particle plus the potential
daughter nucleus .

In

general a nucleus will tend to decay by

beta emission if replacing a neutron by a proton .

The energy

of the resulting atom is made smaller . 18
As ·0:eta part icles are high speed electrons they produce
ions much further apart than al.pha particles

in

slowing down .

These paths are somewhat irregular due to the scattering of gas
atoms in their path. This ·loss of energy is not uniform as it
was

in

the case of ilpha particles ·.

If Beta emission occurs for energies above several M. E. V.
the nuclei readjust their charges by radiating X-rays .

The

atomic electrons are also disturbed by their passage and some of
the beta energy is also given up as X-rays .

If these energetic

beta rays strike other atoms, X-rays will likewise be produced.
These X-rays are collectively known as Bremsstrahlung radiation
(German for braking radiation) . 19, 20, 21
3.

Gannna Radiation .

Gamma rays are high energy electro-

magnetic wa;ves of frequency equal to or greater than X-rays .
They travel

in

packe� or photons with the same speed as light

and other electromagnetic radiations .

They have no mass .

18 S . B . Trieman, " The Weak Interactions," Scientific
American, 200: 72-84, March, 1959 .
19 Semat , op . cit . , pp . 327-328 .
20 La.pp, op. cit . , pp. 177-178 .

21 Halliday, op. c it . , pp. 147-149 .

They

0

occur af'ter alpha or beta emission and represent the return of
the nucleus to a final lower energy state . As a photon must
carry away one unit of angular momentum a nuctl:.eus having a zero
spin

will

not radiate gamma rays . 22

Gamma rays exhibit sharp spectra of very accurate frequencies
in the same . manne r as light and X-rays do .

While gamma rays are

being emitted, the nucleus of the atom vibrates as a nearly
perfect pendulum unaffected by temperature or other external
influences .

This principle has been utilized to build very

accurate atomic clocks and to test the special theory of relativity.
The frequency of vibration of cobalt 57 changing into

( i .e . :

iron is 3xio18 vibrations per second . ) When a nucleus emits a
photon part of the energy is lost in �uclear recoil .

According

to the 1ioppler effect the radiation emitted in the direction of
recoil

wi ll

be of lower frequency than if no recoil took place .

Conversely if a nucleus accepts an incoming gamma ray it

will

recoii. 23
As the emission of a gamma ray represent s the transition of
a nucleus from a higher to a lower energy state Einstein' s
photoelectric equation;

22

White, op. cit . , p. 56o
.

•

23 Sergio Benedetti, " The Massbaur Effect , " Scientific
American, 202 : 73-Bo, April, 196o .

D
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applies as in the case of light and X-rays .

The charge on the

nucleus remains the same during an emission since only energy is
Their energies can be measured by allowing them t o

involved .

strike a fluorescent screen of a scintillation counter where the
secondary electrons produced in the phosphor cause light to be
emitted proportionally to the gamma ray energies .

When

ga.=a

rays strike a gas, ions are produced in proportion to the
energies of the gamma. rays . Therefore these energies can be
measured by use of a suitable ionization chamber or proportional
counter .24
If free electrons intercept gamma rays their energy will be
lost in the scattering that occurs . This is called the Gompton
effect .

In . the

collision that takes place momentum and energy

lllllSt be conserved . The scattered photons lose energies equal to
the amount gained by the electron . This decrease of energy JllllSt
decrease the frequency of the scattered photons according to
Einstein' s photoelectric equation .
By the conservation of energy principle and considering
Einstein ' s mass energy relationships :
( 48) where K

24 Halliday, op. cit . , p. 109.

( 50a )

6o
By conservation of momentum the component of momenta in the
direction of travel of the incident photon is :
MC : MC Cos ¢ + K Mo V Cos Q

( 49a)

Knowing E = MC 2 ( 50b) then hf = MC 2 or hf = m

C2

Substituting (M) in (49 )
hf =
c ..

bfl
c

Cos ¢ +:K M0 V Cos Q

( 49b )

The component in .the direction perpendicular t o the incident
photon is :
O

=

hfl · sin ¢ -K Mo V sin Q

( 51)

c

Combining these equations we obtain
I

A - ).. = h

MoC

( 1-Cos ¢)

( 52)

See the appendix for the deViation. of ( 52) .
Thus in the compton effect the shift in wavelength, of
frequency,

will

depend on the angle of scattering . 25 , 26, 27

( See Fig . 25, page 50 . )
Another type of energy loss occurs
pair production.

in

the mechanism of

If Gamma rays strike a foil of high atomic mass ,

atoms, an electron and position are both emitted . Just to create
the pair requires an energy E = MC 2 for each part icle .
time s called the rest energy. ) However the creation also
25 Sema.t , op. cit . , p . 1 57 ·
26 Blanchard, op. cit . , pp. 125-127 .
27 Stranathan, op. cit . , p. 256 .

(Som=-
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impart s a certain kinetic energy to each particle .

Although

some energy is lost in the recoil of the heavy nucleus, it can
be neglected .

The final equation is thus :
( 53 )

where (K) represents the kinetic energy of each particle .

The

positron usually get s the most energy since it is repelled by
the nucleus, whereas the '.el.ectr.on is attracted to the nucleus .
Should the energy of the Gamma rays be less than the rest energie s
o f t he two particles no production will occur �

The energy of the

photon will be converted entirely into rest mass energy. 28, 29
Gamma emission can be made to occur artificially by
accelerating high energy particles into the nuclei of certain
at oms

•

As an example using a proton :
( 54)
C�

THE DISINTEGRATION OF ATOMS USING
ALPHA, BEI'A � GAMMA RAYS

The discovery that these particles resulting from the
spontaneous disintegration of radioactive elements could be used
as projectiles to disintegrate atomic nuclei was a key disco:very
in atomic science .

Rutherford achieved the first nuclear

disintegration using Alpha particles from Rae l bombarding nitrogen
according to this relation:
( 55)
28 Blanchard, op. cit . , pp. 262-263 .
29 Rusk, op. cit . , p. 145 .
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This isotope of flourine shortly decays : 30, 3 1

Later Bothe and Becker discovered that if Alpha particles
are allowed to strike the nuclei of certain light metals a very
penetrating radiation is emitted.
Gamma.

It was first thought to be

rays, however Chadwick later proved it to be neutrons 1 32; 33
4
12
9
4 Be + 2 He _..,.. 6 c

+

1
0N

( 57 )

Curie and Joliet discovered that if aluminum and certain
other light elements are bombarded with Alpha particles the
unstable nuclei will emit positrons and that they will continue
to be emitted even a:rter removal of the Alpha source .

This

artifical radioactivity was found to be due to the neutrons
produced in the first step of the process : 34, 3 5 , 3 6
�e 4+ 1�27-+ 1 5p30 + o Nl
( 58)
· Later it was learned that if neutrons were passed through
such hydrogenous materials as paraffin or water they would lose
energy by elastic collisions and become widely scattered .
slow neutrons were found to be more effective in producing
30 Shankland, op. cit . ,

pp .

3 5 6-3 6o

31 Richtmeyer, op. cit . , pp . 331-337 .
32 Ibid . , pp. 337-34o .
33 Stranathan , op. cit . , pp . 3 86- 4o2 .
3 4 Sbankl and, op. cit . , pp. 374-:-376 .
3 5 Semat , op. cit . ,

pp .

3 6 Stranatban, op . cit . ,

343-3 44 .
pp .

373-37 5 .

These

reactions with certain atomic nuclei than fast neutrons .

As

discussed on page 48, the nucleus apiJears to be more favorable
to the capture of slow neutrons .
One such reaction i s ; 37

( 59)
As only the short range nuclear forces hinder the uncharged
neutron, it is most instances more effective as a nuclear bullet
than protons or electrons . 38
D.

THE

DISINTEGRATION OF ATOMS
USING . PARTICLE. ACCELERATORS

Knowing that electrons accelerated to high velocities by
high potential differences would remove electrons from the inner
orbits of metal atoms to produce X- rays, the problem of breaking
the nucleus apart appeared to be that of accelerating the electrons
or ions to even higher velocities .
Two general types of machines will accomplish this .
first type accelerates the particle

in

The

a straight line toward

the target through a series of increasing potential differences .
In

one type of linear accelerator, see Fig . 26, page 64, this

ladder of increasing potentials is accomplished by connecting
alternate cylinders to an oscillator, which reverses the
37 Stranathan, op. cit . , pp . 441- 442 .
38 La.pp, op. cit . , pp. 358-3 62.
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:polarity of the cylinders with each half cycle of oscillat ion. 39, 4o , 41
The time required for the particles to coast the .length o f
the electrode i s equal t o the half period of oscillat ion .

When

the part icles enter the gaps between cylinders the :polarity is
reversed giving the particles additional energy boosts as they
travel toward the .target .·
In

the second type of accelerator, of which the cyclotron

is representive : : , the particles are accelerated in a spiral pa.th .
A

:powerful:':

magnetic . field causes the particles t o travel in a

c ircle . As· they travel in this circu],ar path they are given
greater and greater boosts of energy by an oscillator connected
to the two halves of .the accelerating chamber, or dee s .

(See

Fig . 27, page 64. ) As the particle crosses the gap between dees
"

the half cycle of oscillation reverses, the action being the
same

as

that in the linear accelerator . The resultant of the

. magnetic field urging the particle forward in a circular path, ·
while it simultaneously receives every increasing bursts of
energy, causes the particle to spiral from its source at the
center to the target at the outer periphery of the magnets . 42
Each type of ma.chine has particular advantages .

One great

advantage of using the cyclotron is its economy of space as
39 Blanchard, op. cit . ,

pp.

368-375 .

4o Stranathan, op. cit . , pp . 420-433 .
41 Wolfgang Panofsky, "The Linear Accelerator," Scientific
American, 197 : 4o-44, October, 1954
• .

42

Rusk, op. � . ,

pp .

385-4o5

•
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compared to the linear accelerator .

The linear accelerator is

able to accelerate electrons to higher energies and better direct
these part icles on to the :target than is possible in the
cyclotron. 43

These two basic ma.chines are representives o f the

large family of accelerators

•

. . Nuclear disintegration can be brought about by accelerating
electrons , protons or deuterons into the target materials .

(Deut erons are positively charged ions of the heavy hydrogen gas

deut erium, 1H2 , produced by passing the gas into an electric arc . )
The neutron having no charge cannot be accelerated by these
machines .

The neutrons are first produced by the above particles

bombarding a suitable target material and these neutrons are in
turn

allowed to bombard a second tB.rget to produce the required

disintegration .
Although electrons are negat ively charged and

wi ll

be

attracted by the protons of the nucleus, once they reach the
vicinity of the nucleus, their very small mass renders them
unsuitable as a nuclear disintegrat ion agent .

The proton being

positively charged is repelled by the nuc lear protons, but
having a mass of 1,83 6 t imes the electron is an e ffect ive nuclear
bullet .

The neutron, while only slightly more massive than the

proton, 1, 839 times the electron mass, has the advantage o f being
uncharged and hence will be unaffected by the coulomb force s of

43 Robert R . Wilson,
Particle Accelerators," Scientific
American, 198: 6 5-76, March, 19 58 .
11

the nuclear protons . The deuteron is quite a favorable nucleus
bullet , having a mass 3 , 671 t imes that of the electron .
deuteron can be considered

a

The

proton and a neutron rather loosely

held together by a lower than normal nuclear binding energy.
When accelerated toward the nucleus of the atom the coulomb
repulsion between its proton and the protons of the nucleus
cause this bond to be broken allowing the released neutron to
penetrate the nucleus producing the reaction . 44 , 45, 46
An

example of a reaction involving protons as nuclear

bullet s is : 47
( 6o )

For deuterons bombarding lithium

we

secure a heavier

isotope o f the element : 48
( 61 )

..

Many

light elements emit

Gamma

•

rays following proton

bomba�nt , but Alpha emission is most favored : 49
27 _l
( 62)
11 � 4-8 1. 28 +
1
1'
+
1
1
1
If Gamma rays are used to bombard deuterons the following
reaction is secured:
( 63 )
44 Robert J. Platzma.n, "What is Ionizing Radiation, "
Scientific American, 201 : 74-83 .

45 Blanchard, op . cit . , · pp. 285-285 .
46 Stranathan, op. cit . , pp . 433 -438 .
47 Ibid . ,

pp .

433-438.

48 Blanchard, op. cit . , pp . 284-285 .

49 La.pp . , op. cit . , p . 296 .
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This reaction is called a photon induced reaction .

If

deuterium is bombarded with deuterons, two possible reactions
occur . 50
2
1H

+

2
1li

+

2
4
1n --> 2f!e � 1H3 + 1H1 + Energy
2
> e 4 .---+ 2f!e 3 + 0 Nl+ Energy
1n

�

( 64)
( 65 )

The neutron is such an effective nuclear bullet that
practically all elements can be disintegrated by it .

If a proton

is to become one of the products, the incident neutron must be
of sufficient energy to implatl.t sufficient energy to the
a

emerging proton so that it can overcome the coulomb barrier and
pass out of the nucleus �

This is equivalent to an exchange of

neutron . for proton:
( 66)
In . general Alpha particles will be emitted only by fast
neutrons, one of the two exceptions is : 51
( 67 )
An

interesting reaction is one used as a means of dete cting

neutrons .

An

ionization chamber is filled with BF3 gas .

When

neutrons pass through the following reaction occurs :
( 68 )

The Alpha particle will ionize the gas and thus the
ionization current wi'll serve as the indirect means of detecting
the neutrons . 52
50 Semat , op. cit . , p. 3 51 .
51 La.pp, op. cit . , p . 3 6 5 .
52 Halliday, op. cit . , p. 223 .

The process of nuclear · fission was discovered by
Strassman.

Hahn and

By bombarding uranium with neutrons, the nucleus ·

was broken up d!nto parts of roughly the same size, liberating
ll)llc h energy. 53 , 54
236
141 + Ejl<r92
235
1
92u + 0 N � 92 (u 4 5Ejlla
3

( 69)

+ 3 oN1 + Energy

The binding energy per each nucleon of the • fission component s
is greater than the binding . energy of the original element

•

About

200 M. E; V; of energy is released by fission as compared to about
27 M;E; V; in ordinary nuclear reactions .

. ,.

In gener�l element s

below #92 cannot be fissioned .
Neutrons are always emitted, smmultaneously or later, in
the process of disintegration of the unstable products .

These

neutrons will be absorbed in neighboring ·nuclei which will in
turn fission producing more neutrons and eventually a chain
reaction of great energy builds up.

This chain reaction is the

basis of the atomic reactor and the atomic bomb .
Capture of a neutron does not necessarily lead .to fi's.s ion
of the compound nucleus :
( 70 )

This build up o f atoms o f higher atomic weight i s also
rather loosely termed a fission reaction . A fission.
53 Born, op. cit . , pp . 228-331.
.
54 Semat
, op . cit . , pp. 4ol-424 .
.

::

,, . : · . .:.-..'.
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bas

reaction

come to mean rather broadly those reactions that

result from a neutron being captured by the nucleus of an element
D

of atomic member greater than #92.
The ability of a .nucleus to capture a neutron depends on
its mass . 55, 56 While u238 will capture fast neutrons only slow
neutrons will be captured by u235 .
The general mechanism of fission seems to be that a part icle
enters the nucleus forming a compound excited nucleus .

Then

the compound nucleus breaks up into its component parts ;. In
terms of the J.).quid drop rodel of page 45, a particle entering
the surface of the drop upsets the balance between coulomb
repelling forces of the protons and the binding energies of the
. . "'nucleons .

As the atomic number of an atom increases the area of . . . .

the drop surface increases, while its surface tension decreases .
For elements above #<J2, the resulting vibrations that are set �P
cause the atom t� undergo fission . 57, 58, 59
In

the fusion reaction the nuclei of hydrogen or other

light atoms combine to form heavier nuclei .

As with the fission

reaction, tremendous amounts of energy are released .

For these

reactions to be sustaining the fuel atoms must be heated to a ·
55 Sema.t , op. cit . , pp. 4ol-424.
56 Shankland, op. cit . , pp. 4o7-4ll .
57 Eugene Wigner, "On The Development of The Compound
Nucleus Model," American Journal of Physics , 23 : 371.:. 380,
September, 1955.
58 Rusk, op. cit . ,

pp .

4o6-4ll .
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temperature of some 3 50 million degrees centigrade .
temperatures the gas will have tremendous pressure .

At such
(At 100

million degrees the gas pressure is 1 � 5 million atmospheres . )
One of the most promising ways of generating such high temperature
is to pass a large electric current through the gas .

The magnetic

field set up tends to pinch the atoms together raising their
temperatures .

An

alternate method of securing this pinch is by

surrounding the gas container with a solenoid carrying the
current .

Efforts to produce a controlled fusion reaction ·'for

generation of power have thus far been unsuccessful, though it
holds great promise . 6o, 61
The uncontrolled reaction of the hydrogen bomb is
initiated by using the high temperatures generated by an atomic
bomb as detonator . A compound of 3Li 6 and 1H2 decays according
to this ·relat ion . 62
(71)
One type of fusion reaction that is believed to occur in
the sun is :
( 72 )
60 Richard F . Post , " Fusion Proce s s , " Scientific American,
197: 73- 84, December, 1957 .

61 Lyman S . Spitzer, Jr . , " The Stellerator," Scientific
American, 199: 28- 3 5 .
62 Dull, op. cit . , p. 170 .

CHAPTER V
THE

NEW PARTICLES

A. COSMIC RAYS
Cosmic rays are not rays like X-rays or gamma rays as
originally believed , and still believed to be by many per sons .
Primary cosmic rays reaching our atmosphere are composed ma�nly
of protons , alpha particles , and stripped nuclei having charges
varying from 6 ( carbon) to 26 (iron) .

These components are

found in the approximate ratio:
( Protons) :

(alpha particles):

( Stripped nuclei) 100 : 25 : 1

When these nuclear fragments strike the nuclei of the atoms of
our a tmosphere various complicated reactions take p lace, roughly
divided into these three classes :
( 1 . ) Low energy nuclear fragments are emitted , le protons ,
neutrons , deuterons, tritons , alp ha particles .
(2.)

Various particles having masses other than these

fundamental particles, the mesons , are produced .
( 3.)

Some gamma rays are probably produced . 1 , 2

These particles generated as a result o f the interaction of
primary rays are called secondary rays , and constitute the major
part of cosmic radiation detected at the earths surface .

The

Alan M. Thorndike , Mesons h S wmnary of Experimental Facts ,
( New York: McGraw Hill Book Company, Inc . , 1952), p . 202 .
1

2 cWilliam A . Fowler, "The Origin o f The Elements " , Scientific
American, 19 5 : 82- 9 1 , September , 1956.
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original primaries occupy a rather narrow band o f energy lying

b etween 10 16 and l d8

e!v•

Most, but not all of these particles ,

'

. lose energy by Col li�ns as above, so that these secondary rays
arrive at a variety of energies less than the original primary
rays.
Some believe that these co5mic rays originate in stars outside our galaxy; others believe they originate within our galaxy,
'
perhaps in_ supernov·ae. The motion of our galaxy and its a s sociated
magnetic fields are assumed to be responsible for their energies and
directions of entry into the earths atmosphere. 3
One o f the most important cosmic ray reactions is the liber
ation of neutrons from nitrogen molecules to form 6 c 14 .
( 7 3)
This radio active 6 c 14 has a hal f life o f 5600 years .

It

decays as follows:
( 74)
As only living organisms absorb 6 c14 , the measurements of the
content o f 6 c l4 in a sample of decayed organic matter provides a
c lue to the date of death of the specimen , which makes this a most
important archa&logocial tool. 4
3 Bruno Rossi, "High Energy Cosmic Rays" , 201 : 135-146 , Nov
ember , 1959.
4
Rusk, ..QE · cit. , pp 431-446 .
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The tools of cosmic ray detection are ionization chambers ,
the electroscope, the cloud chamber and sensitive photographic
emul sions.
B. THE NEW PARTICLES
The first new particles to be discovered were light mesons,
charged particles midway between the masses of the proton and
electron,

By an . unusual scrutiny of some cloud chamber trucks and

s ome sensitive photographic emulsions certain star like pattern
were observed.

The star s · varied from a few prongs to as many as

50, see 'fig, 28 page 76 .

Mesons were later produced by bombarding

carbon with high energy alpha particles from a high energy accele
rator producing approximately 350 M. E. V.

See fig. 29':page 76 . 5

High energy protons, neutrons and gamma rays can also be used to
b ombard a target for meson production.
higher energy mesons than do . protons .
e ffective than either.

Alphas yield more and
Neutrons are far less

Gamma rays bombarding a platinum target were

found to be quite good as meson producers . 5 • 6
Hydrogen , deuterrill.m, or substances rich in these isotopes
are most obviou·s targets.

Some of the reactions are :

P+ P� P+
p + n ___,. p +

p + n�
p + n --+

5
6

Rusk,

.2E ·

Thorndike,

n + 7T+ --* D +TT"' ( 7 5)
( 76)
n + rr( 77 )
p + P * Ti( 78)
n + n + rr +

cit. , pp 449 - 457
.QE_ .

cit . , pp 75-82

75
Since both protons and neutrons have hal f integr.al spins the
(Jf) mesons must have (0) or inte�al, sp ins • . These reactions are
called strong interactions, another reaction , cal led a weak
interaction , is believed to occur in about 1 case in 10 1 4 col lisions . 7 , 8
P+ p

____.,..

f>+ + �

( 79)

. The equations for the production of (1f) mesons by gamma rays

lf+ p_..'if t n
a+ P..+'Tf'"-+P

(80)
(81)

Other equations for the production of mesons from gamma rays
are : 1 3

(Gamma rays are to broadly mean high energy protons)
2f+ p
) 7T{'J+ p
(82)
� + d ----,).- r+ (n+ p ) (83)
(f + d ---ii- r+ d
(84)

The various modes of decay of the (7T) mesons are given in
Tab le IV , page 77.

The free ( Tf ) mesons are unstable.

If (7r- )

mesons are intercepted by atomic orbit before decay they then
pass int o the nuclei producing a violent disintegration which
appears is a star on a photographic emul sion.

Mesons before

disintegration have about 4. 1 M. E. V. energy ; most of the energy
of disintegration is carried away by the neutrino, of about 33. 7
M. E . V. •<energy.

Positive mesons are not able to surmount the

nuclear coulomb barrier so can only undergo spontaneous decay
7 S. B. Treiman ,. . ":rhe Weak Interactions , " Scientific
American, 200 : 7 2-84, ·March, 19 59.
8 Semat ,

.2E.·

cit. , pp . 440-458.
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TABLE

MEMBER

( + ) MUON

SYMBOL
/J. +

· PROPERTIES OF LIGHT MESONS u MESONS
MESONS
( MUONS ) AND ( PIONS )
(L MESONS )
MEAN
REST MASS
MODES OF DECAY
LIFE
COMPARED TO
CHARGE
SPIN
ELECTRON
IN SEC
206.84

Ille

105 . 7 M. E; V.

,tr

(--t-" ) PION

rr+

(- )

(0 )

PION

PION

1T
7To

206.84 me
105 .7 M ; E; V.
273 .23

fie

1 3 9 . 6 M; E. Y.
273 . 23

Ille

le
- le

le

- le

139.6 M; E, V;
-

264 . 4

Ille

1 35 .1 M; E. V.

oe

2. 22
-6
XJ..0
2 . 22
xio - 6
2 . 54
xio - 8
. 2 . 54
xio - 8
10- 15

v

+

v

�

,AL 1.......- e++

.!.
2

p- � e-+ v + v
'+
�1c,

v

33 . 9. M. E. V.

+�

139.1 M; E. V;

0

rr +

0

7T --?p- +

0

e-t

e++

v

33 . 9 M; E. V.

v

139.1 M. E; V;

tr + �

TT'3--71'- e-+ + � � ++

9 Leighton, op. cit . , pp . 633-651.
lOiierman Yagoda, "The Trii.cks of Nuclear Particle s , " Scientific American,
194: 41- 47, May, 1956.
llDyson, op. cit . , pp. 74- 82 .
1 2Triema.n, op. cit . , pp. 72-84.

DECAY
ENERGY

-

-

( - ) MUON

IV

e-

+

135 . 1 M. E. V.

v
134. 1 M . E, V,
+ e�e- 133 . 1 M. E. V.
9,10,11,12

-.:i
-.:i

by the processes of scattering ahd ionization.

This is exhibited

b y observe d dev:i.ations in photographs of their tracks.

Neutral

( TT) mesons move only a few atomic diameters before decaying.
Some reactions of (7T - ) mesons with nuclei are: l3, l4, l5
e; l2-fff -� 2�e4 + lHl -t 3onl

(85)

l
l
lH --FfT -� ¥+ on

(86)

l
,,
lH .,..I Tr
_

l
o
on + rr
I

----;:.

-

(87)

>2

(88)
2
1n .,...• TT

____.,..

-

20 nl + y

(89)

Equation (88) is about twice as favorable as (89) .

No

stars are produced in these two react ions. 15, 16

The (T{) mesons are produced at the top of the atmosphere
-

-

b y high energy cosmic nucleons colliding with oxygen or nitrogen
nuclei.

The w meson into which the ( m meson decays has a

life of some 100 times its parent.

Therefore the (p.) mesons are

found far more plentifully at sea level.

Having large masses,

mesons lose very little energy by scattering, most is lost by
ionization.

Eve n so they constitute about 8o% of the sea level

cosmic ray showers. 1 7
13 Sema.t, op. cit. , pp. 44o-458.
14 Leighton, op. cit . , pp . 636-641.
15 Richtmyer, op. cit. , pp. 6oo-6o9.
16 Shankl and, op. cit. , pp. 4Ei8-481.
1 7 Rusk, op. cit. , pp. 449-457.
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It is interesting that Yukalrfa predicted the existance of
the ( Tl) meson long before its discovery.

It was known that

nucleons were bound together by energies equivalent to
1 ev-lOev per nucleon, and that these forces are not e ffective
beyond the nucleus, which is only about 2Xlo- 13cm diameter.
therefore the nuclear potential decreases much more rapidly than
the (�) electrical potential change, so on this basis he was
r
able to derive a differential equation for mesic nuclear energy
waves .

If the nucleus could be given sufficient agitation then

this wave packet of mesic charges should proceed beyond the
nucleus

and

electron .

exhibit a rest mass of about 200 times that of the

The proton is assumed to emit a

(r()

meson changing

to a neutron, which in turn reabsorbs the emitted
once again become a proton

and

(TT°1 meson to

the cycle continues . 18,19, 20

This concept of the meson provides an explanation for the
magnetic momenta of the neutrons .

The lighter meson rotating

about the stationary proton acts like a circulating electric
current .

The unit of magnetic moment is

magneton and equals
eh
4 tr mc

1

I8IiO

of the Bohr

(90)

where (c ) is the charge on the electron, (m) the nucleon mass
and ( c ) the velocity of light . 21
18 Thorndike, op. cit . , pp . 20-25 .

19 Born, op. cit . ,

pp .

48-51

20 Sergio DeBenedetti, "Mesonic Atoms, " Scientific American,
195 : 95-102, October, 1956 .
21 La.pp, op. cit . , p. 378.

8o
Recent nuclear scattering experiments indicate that the
proton may not be a smeared out charge but be a " pointlike bare
charge" that is intermittently surrounded by a torus shaped
cloud of mesons . ( See Fig. 33 , page 76. ) 22
The

(p) mesons decay into electrons is supported by the

detection of large numbers of free electrons in the atmosphere
at sea level.

They must react weakly with the nuclear matter

or they could not penetrate the earth' s atmosphere .

These

(u) mesons undergo radioactive decay by emitting two neutrdlnos .
Two are necessary for conservation of spin, EµJ.d hence spin in
opposite directions . 23

(See Table IV, page 77 . )

If t� (p- ) meson enters an atom its speed reduces and it
is captured by the (KO: shell, or moves close to the nucleus but
is not likely to be captured by it .

Entering a

Bohr

orbit

elec.tons are often lost , usually from the (K) shell . These
_
electrons . are called Aftger electrons and produce · x- rays as they
fall back into orbits .

The energies of these anger electrons

are in the range · of 10-50K; E; V; and may produce X- rays up to Bo
K;£; V; energy. 24
While <.p.- ) mesons a:re most likely to undergo radioactive
decay, they are sometimes captured by the nucleus .
22 Hofstadter, op. cit . , pp. 55-68 .
23 Rusk, op. cit . , pp. 449-457 .
21+ Shankland, op. cit . , pp . 463-468.
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about lo- 13 sec to penetrate to the nucleus .
( 91 )
Very few stars are . observed for (u- ) captures since the
. neutrino carries away most of the enrgy

•

A (p + ) me son may borrow an outer electron from an atom

forming a hydrogen like atom ·which decays in about 2xlo- 6sec : 25, 26

( 92 )
Other more massive mesons, the (K) family, of mass approximately
me

1000

have been discovered in high energy cosmic radiation .

The only certain reactions known are their decay reactions . The
(K- ) me sons also undergo nuclear disintegrations producing large
To reproduce these partiCles would require a ma.chine

stars .

delivering an excess of 500 M.e. v. 27, 28

(The Brookhaven 3

Machine should be abie to accomplish this . )
A

BIV

See Table V, page 83 .

third family of mesons the hyperons of mass approximately

21 4oo

me

Ta:b)e

VI ,

have. been discovered . Their decay schemes are found in
page 84. The ( - ) hyperons have b�en found to react with

the nucleons breaking the nucleus apart into rather stable
particle states .

These bound states are called hyperfragments .

The reactions that are believed to occur are : 29
25 Leighton, op. cit . , pp. 628- 641 .
26 DeBenedetti, op. cit . , pp . 93-102.
27 Leighton, op . cit . , pp. 641-649 .
28 Richtmyer, op. cit . ,
29 Leighton,

op .

pp .

6o9- 611 .

:cit . , pp. 649- 651 .
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KR-+ p

--"+

KR-+ p

a

K; E; +/\

( 93)

7Ta + It" ( 94)

KR- + p �

TTft.7T-+/ta

( 95)

KR- ...,.. p

�

T-+lT+

( 96)

KH- + p

�

E+-+ yr � 2: 0+ 71 0
KH- + p

( 97)
( 98)

"

KR -+ n __. '1 + 7T
KR"'. +

Ii

In

•

-

( 99)
0

-+-t1()�7T + 7T ( 100)

KR- + n -+f+ k. E,

(101)

KR- + ll --.+ E -+TT()

(102)

.

�- -+ n ---.y

L -t p � Ao + n

C

-

ANT IMATTER

0

E -tff -(103)

(104)

the mechanism of pair production, pa.ge 60, and in Beta decay

of atomic nuclei, page s�, it was noted that both ( + ) and ( - )
electrons were created .

The abnormally charged particle is known

as an antiparticle . When the positron_ and electron ( or negatron)
.
annihilate each other they release an: ' ene rgy of 2 � c 2 . Before
the final decay into energy the pair exist briefly as a neutral
atom called

a'

positronium, with one part rot_ating about the

other as the electron does about the pro.ton in · the hydrogen
atom. 3° .
In

.our investigation of mesons we noted that . .a considerable

number of mesons

had

counterparts , identical in properties except

for charge . Even the elusive uncharge.d neutrino was considered
to have an antiparticle with opposite spin . . ( See page SO . )
The antiproton, or ( - ) proton, was discovered· rather recently.
as a product of a nuclear reaction involving 6 . 2 . B ; E ; V (+) protons .

30

Leighton, op. cit . ,

pp .

624, 628, 629.
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It was at first expected to produce an annihilation reaction
involving 2 M0C 2

=

1 . 8 B; E; V.

However it was found to react

with the neutron as well as the
charged and neutral

C+) proton to produce several

( m mesons . An ant ineutron has also been

recently discovered and found like the a.Iltiproton to decay t o
several

(TT) mesons . Antiprotons can be isolated from the large

quantity of atomic debris coming from accelerators by using a
series of magnetic lens to direct the part icles to a disk of
plastic which will scintilate in accordance with the Cerenko�
effect .

( See page 53 , #7 . )

Some people speculate that the existance of ant imatter
indicates that there may be antiworlds in the universe made
entirely of ant imatter .

Should a world and an antiworld

collide a tremendous amount of energy would be released, mostly
in the form of mesons .
In conclusion we Illlsl t recognize that a vast front ier of
atomic knowledge await s the discovering physicist .

31 Leighton, op. cit . , pp . 624, 628, 629 .
Emile Serge and Clyde E . Wiegand, " The Ant iproton, "
Scientific American, 194: 37-41, June , 1956 .

32

MEMBER

TABLE V
PROPERTIES OF MEDIUM MESONS
(K MESONS )
REST MASS
MEAN
SYMBOL
CHARGE
SPIN
COMPARED TO
LIFE
IN SEC ;
ELECTRON

( -f- ) 7'AUON

'{-''Ef7

966 . 4 ± 4
Mc

le

493 , 9
M• E; V•

1'- '

(- ) 7AUON

- _,.

'O
e

( 0 -) "l'HEI'ON

Qo

2

1

966± lOmc
493 . 8 M. E . V;
. 966 ± lOillc

493 . 8 M. E. V.

"� l

o.

xio-8s

le

1
Xl0- 8s

le

:.xio- 10
s,
7
xio s

le

'V

'V'

Q MESONS

{'L'HETONS }
-

. .

1

...,_;

1
xio- 10s
l'
xio- 7x

,

/V

0

0

� _,_----»-

v + 71" +

7-

tr -+ 7T ++v-

966 f lODlc
493 . 8 M; E• V.

le

�

40� 7T_.r+ fflTtJ + '7T o

�,

.,

1
xio- 10s
1
xio 7s , _

�

75. M. E; V;

75 M; E; V,
214. 6 M. E. V.

p- 7"-J- lT +lT I/!

17 0+ 77 "--/- 77 e
e - -;- Y + JT -

e + -f- y -r-- ?T ,,...,l(, - + p + '7T -1-

·

THETON Q

DECAY
ENERGY

MODES OF DECAY

'

0

MESONS
( 7"11.UONS )

/'�

·

0

8

4

A<-1- + y -f- 7T -

7T -r+T o

.-,_,

*

(See Footnotes, page 77 )

219. 1 M. E• V;

())
.i:-

TABLE
PROPERTIES OF
MEMBER

(0)

LAMBr>A

( +) SIGMA

( -) SIGMA
( c ) SIGMA

( - ) CHI

SYMBOL

c
A

HEAVY

REST MASS
COMPARED
TO ELECTRON

lll5 . 2
M; E. V;
2327. 7 Mc
ll89 . 4 M. E; V.

�

2327 . 7 Mc

L.

1-1
f-7

LAMBD.fl., SIGMA,

MEAN

LIFE
IN SEC

CHARGE

2181_. 4 Mc

�+

:F

MESONS

ll89. 4 M. E. V;
,(J

2327 . 7 Mc
1189. 4 M. E . V.

CHI PARTICLES (HYPERONS ) KH
SPIN

le
·

·

::£'

2::
.

p

(

�

<.p
�

+71"

1---r

�

..-i..-

50'fo

37 M; E; V.

50%
50%

116 . 1 M. E. V.

50%

110 . 3 M. E. V.

-t 7T -

/( G

8 ___,,.

1-1

lo - 10s

/V

n +lr-

�� n

lo- 10s

---'

L

n -f-17 "

""10- lOs

0

>

< p -f-7T -

...., 5
xib- 11s

ENERGY
RELEASED

MODES OF DECAY

.. 2 . 8
xio-10
s

0

-le

v;t

+v

�;1 "-t 7T o

(See Footnotes page page 77 )

118 . 5 M;E. V.

......

80 M. E. V

•

..-.. 70 M. E. V.

O>
\;11
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APPENDIX

The deriv�tion
of the Compton shift of wavelength of
..
'

tered photonl is z
using the given relations :

hf ::: hf ' + MoC2 (K-1.)
hf
c

0

K

Let

_

-

� cos
c

hf ' sin

- c_

( l.

-

¢
¢

(48)

+ KMoV C.01? G

KMoV

-

(49b)

sin G

( 5l.)

v!;c2)1

A - hf

- h
- Moc2 - Moc

A '= hf ' f .:::

Moc

b ::. (K2

-

·

_L
Moc •

l) ::- KV

Dividing (48) by Moc2 ,

A :::. A • -t (l
Dividing (49b) and

or

c

\

n2
we

b2 )�

(I)

-

::::.

sin 9

have
1.

(I)

by MoC we get

·'r.ransposing and squaring

(II)

(III )

(II )

we have

b2l 2 .:::- A2 - 2AA ' ll + A 1 2112
2

lsemat , .211. · c it . , pp . 534, 535.

( IV)

a

scat-
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Transposing and squaring

(III)

we have

(Y)
Adding

(IV)

and

(V)

we obtain

b2 ( l22 + n 2 ) :::: A2 - 2AA ' l1 + A 1 2 ( 112 + n12 )
2
b2 ::: A2 - 2AA ' l1 + A 1 2
U�ing iz2 .+ n 2 ;:. l � 112 .+ n12
2

(VI)

(I)

From equation

(V II )

b2 : A2 - 2AA 1 -f- A 1 2 + 2A - 2A '
Subtracting

(VII)

from

(VI) ,

we obtain

and
0 ;;

A ( l.

11) - ( A/A ' - l.)

-

or

from whi ch

)..' /\

"

- l= _
h_ (l - cos

resulting
'l-

-

>.. :

MoC
in the

.JL (l.
Moc

¢)

desired relation
-

co s

¢)

( 52 )

